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History of the UDN Program
The Marriott Library at the University of Utah (U of U) has a
long history of large-scale newspaper projects beginning with
the National Endowment for
the Humanities' United States
Newspapers Program (USNP) in
the 1980s, in which the Library
led the effort to catalog and
microfilm Utah newspapers. This
involvement continues today
with the Utah Digital Newspaper (UDN) program, which is
digitizing historic Utah newspapers, making them searchable
and available on the Internet.

UDN's Grant History:
2002-2004 1
With the first of three Library
Services and Technology Act
(LSTA) grants, the Marriott Library digitized 30 years of three
weekly newspapers in 2002. During this first phase of the program, the newspaper digitization process was developed and
the UDN website was launched
with some 30,000 total pages.
(http://digitalnewspapers.org).
A second LSTA grant, which
ran from January-September
2003, digitized 106,000 new
pages, effectively quadrupling
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the collection. The grant also
funded a project director to run
day-to-day operations and secure ongoing funding, and funded a publicity campaign to insure broad knowledge of the
program across the state.
In September 2003, the program was awarded a $1 million
federal grant to continue for
another two years by the Institute for Museum and Library
Services (IMLS), an agency within the Department of Health
and Human Services. IMLS is providing $470,000, with the U of U
and Brigham Young University
(BYU) providing matching funds
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of $450,000 and $100,000 respectively. With this grant, the
program will digitize 264,000
newspaper pages, with portions
distributed to other sites, namely
BYU and Utah State University
(USU). The metadata (including
searchable full text) from these
sites will be harvested and combined with the metadata from
the U of U's collection. This will
present a combined, or aggregated, collection to readers so
they can search on the entire
collection at once, regardless of
where the data is located. Another major goal of the grant
is to administer a training program to other academic and
historical institutions in the
West, providing information on
launching a digital newspapers
program, managing the digitization process, and writing compelling grant proposals.
In March 2004, the program
was awarded a third LSTA grant
to digitize 10,000 pages from
each of five specific Utah newspapers in five different counties.
In administering this grant, the
Utah State Library is providing
$74,000, with matching funds
of $25,000 raised locally, $5,000
each from public libraries in
the five newspaper communities. These matching funds in
particular show how the program has substantial grass roots
support in local communities
throughout the state. By the
time the two current grants expire in September 2005, the program should have 450,000 newspaper pages digitized.
Impact of the Program
As the program has grown during the past three years, it has
had an increasing impact on
Utahans. Monthly website usage
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has increased five-fold from
June 2003 to March 2004.2 Numerous emails and phone calls
have been received from patrons who either want more information about the program
or who are willing to support it
in some way. What the program
has done, at a very high level, is
break down the traditional barriers between a major university and the general citizenry.
Not only is the program telling
the unique story of Utah's history to the world via the Internet, it is also helping to create a
new generation of "citizen historians" who are experiencing
Utah history more easily and effectively than ever before.
Digitizing Microfilm
The first newspapers digitized
by the UDN were scanned from
microfilm. After decades of independent newspaper microfilm
creation and USNP participation, the U of U's newspaper
microfilm was clearly the most
complete and accessible source
for scanning. Many newspaper
originals were destroyed following filming, so the expectation was that paper would be
difficult to locate.3 But problems
with the quality and availability
of our microfilm caused us to
pursue print archives; during
2003, 65% of the 106,000 pages
were digitized from paper.
Service Bureaus
Libraries have long used service
bureaus to convert their documents to microfilm, and the
quality of work performed by
these bureaus can have repercussions long after contracts are
completed. Lockhart and Swartzell" conducted extensive tests

on five vendors in the late
1980s, determining that while
"all vendors met the basic technical standards ... each test
batch had problems which
would require detailed attention in project initiation." 5 In
the UDN, these problems would
have a significant impact.
The U of U began microfilming newspapers through a service bureau in 1948 and by the
time the USNP was launched in
1983, "the Marriott Library had
almost complete microfilm holdings for 30 years' worth of Utah
Newspapers."6 Some of that microfilm was digitized in 2002,
and its defects had an impact
on the digitized images, both
visually and for optical character recognition (OCR) processes.
Uneven lighting plagued many
of the newspapers. An image
might go from an acceptable exposure on one side of the frame
to a one or two f/stop difference
on the other side. Consistent
focus across the frame was another challenge; letters were
sharp on one side but sometimes more softly focused on
the other. (This can easily occur
when a copy-stand-mounted
camera is not level.) Black
smudges infected many frames,
blocking out words or entire
columns.
Most of these visual defects
appear in the early years of the
newspapers, leading us to conclude they were the first to be
microfilmed and that service
bureaus of the late 1940s had
not yet perfected their techniques. There may also have
been little or no quality control
efforts on the part of the U of U;
recommendations from the
American Library Association,
RLG, and ANSI/AIIM for inspec-
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tion of microfilm only became
available in the 1990s.7
Even the ownership of master reels can come into question
with a service bureau. The Library's microfilm service bureau
had changed ownership several
times, and a misunderstanding
resulted in the master reels being shipped out of state. The
service bureau erroneously believed it had acquired the master reels as a part of the purchase from the previous owner.
During the 2002 processing, we
discovered, shockingly, that the
master reels were in Texas and
the service bureau refused to
return them. The University reacted by contacting the Utah
Attorney General's office, and
after several months of correspondence, the reels were returned. Now the Library is using
storage and duplication services
offered by BYU.
Physical Condition
The physical condition of microfilm can also affect scan and
OCR quality. Cellulose acetate
film, used widely through the
1970s before being replaced by
stronger polyester, is known to
tear.8 Cellulose acetate is also
prone to the same kind of "vinegar syndrome" chemical decomposition (though it is not as
flammable) as the older cellulose nitrate base.9 This decomposition leads to "buckling and
shrinking, embrittlement, and
bubbling,"10 causing distortions
in the image. Separately, chemical "redox blemishes," resulting
from oxidative attack in lessthan-ideal storage conditions,
have been noted in microfilm
throughout the country,11 and
have been seen in a few instances in film used by the UDN.

These reddish spots adversely affect the quality of the scanned
image.

Advantages of Microfilm
Despite the problems mentioned
above, scanning newspapers
from microfilm offers several
distinct advantages:
• Inexpensive scanning. With
the right equipment, microfilm
can be scanned in an automated fashion, allowing an operator to load a reel of film and
essentially walk away from the
scanner. These scanners can
cost $100,000, but the UDN experience shows that firms with
this equipment can offer pricing at approximately $0.15/
page.
• Low conservation costs.
Whereas paper may require
conservation treatment prior to
scanning, microfilm is usually
physically stable and requires
no such treatment. Barring the
physical problems described
above, preparation costs are
limited to making scanning copies from the master reels. Scanning from microfilm is best done
from a clean copy, free of the
defects found in service copies.
• Availability. Thanks to the
USNP, newspaper microfilm collections are available and fairly
complete in each state.

Digitizing Paper
In 2003, sixty-five percent of
the 106,000 pages were digitized from paper. When in
good condition, paper represents original source material,
whereas microfilm represents as
much as a third-generation copy
(paper-to-master-to-scan copy).
Our hypothesis that scanning
from paper produces better images and more accurate searching is discussed in the section
"OCR Accuracy - Microfilm vs.
Paper." However, for all its
promise of cleaner images and

better search accuracy, original
newsprint has its own set of
challenges - not the least of
which is finding the collection
in the first place. The UDN is
constantly canvassing the state
in an effort to locate original
collections.
Scanning Equipment
The oversized nature of newspapers makes them difficult
to scan on conventional equipment; a book scanner or highresolution digital scanning camera with copy stand and lighting are requisite. Equipment
that scans this size at a minimum of 300 dpi (400 dpi is recommended) and at an economically feasible speed costs
$50,000 - $100,000. The UDN
out-sources its scanning at $.20$.30/page, depending on whether the newspaper is loose or
bound.
Conservation costs
Newsprint from the mid-19th century can still be in very good
condition, if it was properly
stored and handled minimally.
Some collections, however, have
been stored in adverse conditions, and have deteriorated
over time, requiring conservation work to render them stable
enough for scanning. This repair work generally consists of
minor mending and cleaning.
While the time and effort for
this can vary widely from one
collection to another, our overall cost average for this minimal
conservation is $0.19/ page.
Advantages of Paper
• Cleaner digital images, more
accurate OCR. Provided the paper is in fair (or better) condition, better digital images are
achieved by scanning directly
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